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ABSTRACT
Memory system design is increasingly influencing modern multi-
core architectures from both performance and power perspectives.
However predicting the performance of memory systems is com-
plex, compounded by the myriad design choices and parameters
along multiple dimensions, namely (i) technology, (ii) design and
(iii) architectural choices. In this work, we construct an analytical
model of the memory system to comprehend this diverse space and
to study the impact of memory system parameters from latency and
bandwidth perspectives. Our model, called ANATOMY, consists of
two key components that are coupled with each other, to model the
memory system accurately. The first component is a queuing model
of memory which models in detail various design choices and cap-
tures the impact of technological choices in memory systems. The
second component is an analytical model to summarize key work-
load characteristics, namely row buffer hit rate (RBH), bank-level
parallelism (BLP), and request spread (S) which are used as inputs
to the queuing model to estimate memory performance. We vali-
date the model across a wide variety of memory configurations on
4, 8 and 16 cores using a total of 44 workloads. ANATOMY is able
to predict memory latency with an average error of 8.1%, 4.1% and
9.7% over 4, 8 and 16 core configurations. We demonstrate the ex-
tensibility and applicability of our model by exploring a variety of
memory design choices such as the impact of clock speed, bene-
fit of multiple memory controllers, the role of banks and channel
width, and so on. We also demonstrate ANATOMY’s ability to
capture architectural elements such as scheduling mechanisms (us-
ing FR_FCFS and PAR_BS) and impact of DRAM refresh cycles.
In all of these studies, ANATOMY provides insight into sources
of memory performance bottlenecks and is able to quantitatively
predict the benefit of redressing them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.1 [MEMORY STRUCTURES]: Semiconductor Memories;
C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: [Modeling techniques];
D.4.8 [PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: Performance—Mod-
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eling and prediction; I.6.4 [SIMULATION AND MODELING]:
Model Validation and Analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of multi-cores, and the widening of the processor-

memory gap have emphasized the significance of memory wall [33]
and bandwidth wall [27] problems, making off-chip memory to be
one of the key performance bottlenecks. Hence designing an ef-
ficient off-chip memory hierarchy is one of the biggest challenges
faced by system designers. The problem is compounded by the
myriad design choices and parameters along multiple dimensions
that need to be considered and evaluated to arrive at a decision.

1.1 Challenges in Off-chip Memory Design
At a high level, off-chip memory design choices/alternatives can

be viewed along three dimensions: (1) Technology, (2) Design and
(3) Architectural choices. It is to be noted that these three dimen-
sions are not independent of each other and choices made along
one dimension can have significant impact on the design decisions
made/alternatives available along other dimensions.

Technological Alternatives:
DDR3 DRAM [11] is the prevailing off-chip memory technology
of choice. The technological alternatives arise not only in the form
of new protocol specifications like DDR4 [1], but more importantly
in the form of emerging technologies, like PCM [32]. Most of
these emerging technologies, are close to fruition and in the near
future can be expected to challenge/co-exist with DDR* technolo-
gies [15, 25]. The emerging memory technologies not just differ
fundamentally from DRAM but also have differing strengths and
weaknesses in comparison to DRAM and also with respect to each
other. From a performance point of view, the timing details of the
individual operations varies across the technologies. For example,
in PCMs, writes take longer than reads. The different technologies
and hence devices built using them also exhibit significant differ-
ences in their energy requirements. Thus there are a number of fac-
tors that need to be considered while making a decision along the
technology dimension. And more importantly while technology is
only the first step, the real impact of the technological alternative
can be seen only when considered together with the design and ar-
chitectural dimensions.
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Design Choices:
From a design perspective, there are a plethora of alternatives. In a
memory system design, the key factors of interest when it comes
to memory performance are the number of memory controllers,
their placement and the number of channels supported by each con-
troller [2, 4, 11, 13]. From a memory device organization perspec-
tive, a multitude of choices exists. For instance off-chip memories
associated with each memory channel are organized hierarchically
in terms of ranks, banks, rows and columns [11]. And a related
design dimension to the overall layout of the device is the size of
the row buffer (also known as memory page) [11, 30]. Hence there
are myriad ways to organize off-chip memory of any given capac-
ity. The choices made have a direct impact on performance since
they affect locality, parallelism and other latency/bandwidth related
parameters. An orthogonal dimension/factor that has an impact on
the design choices is the nature and demands of the workloads. An
effective memory design, to a certain extent, is also workload spe-
cific and hence a knowledge of the target domain/applications plays
a role in the design of the memory hierarchy.

Architectural Enhancements:
Architectural solutions to improve the performance and energy ef-
ficiency of DRAM and emerging memory technologies have re-
ceived much research focus. One key direction, that falls under
architectural enhancements is memory access command schedul-
ing [13,26]. The proposed solutions range from improving the row-
buffer hit rate [10,13,16,26,30], exploiting the parallelism available
in memory accesses [21] to application aware scheduling [14]. In
the case of emerging technologies like PCM, the proposed enhance-
ments include using a DRAM cache [25], scheduling techniques to
mitigate impact of long-latency writes [24] and provisioning mul-
tiple row-buffers [15]. The architectural enhancements extend all
the way to data/page placement in the presence of multiple mem-
ory controllers [4] and memory channel partitioning [20]. From
an energy perspective, recent solutions [7, 8] advocate monitoring
mechanisms to employ DVFS at main memory. These solutions
are not just restricted to the memory controller, but need to inter-
act closely with the rest of the system and more importantly are
application/workload aware.

Thus, efficient design of off-chip memory systems depends on
evaluating a number of interlinked alternatives along multiple de-
sign dimensions, factoring workload characteristics adequately.

1.2 ANATOMY: Key Features
To address the above problem, we develop an analytical per-

formance model for the memory system. A well developed and
validated analytical model can evaluate a large number of design
alternatives quickly and in an inexpensive fashion. Also an ana-
lytical model helps in capturing/understanding the interactions be-
tween various critical parameters. ANATOMY developed with
these goals in mind, can evaluate the relative performance of vari-
ous design alternatives quickly, narrow the design space to a limited
number of alternatives on which detailed simulation can be run to
estimate their performance more accurately. While we demonstrate
that ANATOMY can predict memory performance (average latency
and bandwidth), our intent is to use ANATOMY more to predict the
relative performance of different design points.

ANATOMY is an analytical tool consisting of two key compo-
nents. The first component captures the workload behavior in terms
of the locality and parallelism it exhibits in its memory accesses us-
ing a simple analytical model. This helps us to succinctly summa-
rize the workload characteristic in a technology independent fash-
ion. In the second component, these workload characteristics are

fed into a simple queuing model of the off-chip memory to predict
performance (in terms of latency and bandwidth). The queuing
model takes into account the parameters from the technology and
design dimensions. More importantly, our network-of-queues for-
mulation has a simple closed form solution. Hence once the work-
load characteristics are captured, its performance across a variety
of design points can be evaluated quickly.

To summarize the key contributions of this paper are:
• We develop an analytical model for memory systems that

helps to analyze/understand the interplay between myriad
memory parameters and workload characteristics and its ef-
fect on memory system performance.

• ANATOMY is able to predict various memory system per-
formance parameters like row buffer hit rate, bank level par-
allelism, and average memory latency with a reasonable ac-
curacy (average error of 3.9%, 4.2% and 4.0% respectively,
as compared to detailed simulations) across a wide variety
of memory configurations for 4, 8 and 16 core workloads.
Also ANATOMY allows us to estimate the peak bandwidth
achievable at various design points.

• We demonstrate the extensibility and applicability of our model
to alternative memory technologies such as PCM. We also
demonstrate ANATOMY’s ability to capture impact of so-
phisticated scheduling mechanisms such as FR-FCFS [26]
and PAR-BS [21].

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
We motivate our work in the context of JEDEC-style DRAMs [11].

But the problems faced are common/applicable to other memory
technologies too.

2.1 Background
DRAM devices are packaged as Dual In-line Memory Modules

(DIMMs) which are interfaced typically to an on-chip memory con-
troller. DIMMs contain one or more ranks. A rank is a collection
of DRAM devices that operate in parallel. Each DRAM device typ-
ically serves up a few bits at the specified (row, column) location.
Operating together, the devices in a rank match the data bus width.
For example, an x16 device supplies 16 bits of data and 4 such de-
vices making up a rank can supply data needed to match the 64-bit
interface of the memory controller. Each device in a rank is orga-
nized into a number (4, 8 or 16) of logically independent banks.
Each bank consists of multiple rows (also called pages) of data.
Banks can operate in parallel and this provides for some degree of
parallelism in accessing memory.

For any read request, a row of data is read into the row-buffer
associated with the bank and the data is supplied from the row-
buffers. If an access is not to a currently open row, then the mem-
ory controller should (1) write back the currently open row in the
row-buffer (precharge); (2) bring the new row’s data into the row-
buffer (activate); and (3) read the required columns of data from
the row-buffer (column access). In case the access is to a currently
open row, commonly referred to as a row-buffer hit, then only col-
umn access operation is required. Hence, intuitively, the fraction
of accesses that hit in the row buffer, referred to as row-buffer hit
rate (RBH), has a significant impact on the overall latency. Also
if the requests are spread out over the banks, then the bank level
parallelism (BLP) and the resulting temporal overlap helps amor-
tize the memory access latency. It is widely accepted that RBH
and BLP are two critical factors that have a significant impact on
overall memory system performance.
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Figure 2: Latency variation across workloads for two different
channel configurations

2.2 Motivation
In this section, we demonstrate that even in the case of the very

well studied and understood DDR3 DRAM it is very hard to reason
about/predict the impact of simple design changes carried out in a
controlled fashion. As most of the recent research emphasizes on
improving RBH and/or BLP to improve the memory performance
(in terms of average memory latency), we first study to what extent
the memory latency can be predicted by studying the variations in
RBH and BLP.

In the first experiment, we consider the scenario of increasing the
number of banks in a 4GB DRAM, keeping the DRAM page size
fixed at 4KB. Intuitively, we may predict that increasing the number
of banks improves BLP by spreading out the requests across more
banks. Likewise, the increased number of banks allows more pages
to be kept open, improving the RBH . However, it is hard to quan-
tify its impact on RBH . Figure 1 summarizes the performance
impact1 of increasing the bank count on a representative subset of
the quad-core workloads.

As Figure 1(a) shows, increasing the bank count has a different
extent of impact on RBH across different workloads. And this di-
rectly translates to a reduction in the average latency (Figure 1(b)).
However, the surprising fact is that the increased number of banks
has negligible impact on BLP, especially in workloads Q7, Q14 and
Q18.

In the second experiment, we investigate the joint impact of data
channel width, frequency and number of banks. We compare two
memory system configurations each with a total of 8GB DRAM
organized; the first configuration is organized as one memory con-
troller interfaced to a single 64-bit data channel operating at 1GHz,
provisioned with 16 banks, while the second one consists of two
controllers, each interfaced to a 32-bit data channel operating at
1GHz, provisioned with 16 banks (a total of 32 banks across both
the controllers). Figure 2 shows that the two configurations ex-
hibit widely differing behavior across 8-core workloads, with E1,
and E4 benefiting from the provision of multiple smaller channels,
while workloads E5, E10, E12 benefit from the single faster, wider
channel.

To summarize,
• It is hard to predict the performance impact of even a con-

trolled and simple design exploration.
• The overall performance is dictated by subtle and non-trivial

interactions between a variety of performance critical factors
(like RBH and BLP) and workload characteristics.

1Obtained from a modified GEM5 simulation (details given in Sec-
tion 4).

3. ANATOMY – AN ANALYTICAL PERFOR-
MANCE MODEL OF MEMORY

In this section, we develop ANATOMY, an analytical model of
memory performance, that can be used to evaluate the performance
of various design points in a rapid and accurate fashion.

ANATOMY has two key components that work together:
• A queuing model of memory that models in detail the key

technological characteristics and design choices. The queu-
ing model is decoupled from the workload aspects.

• A trace based analytical model that estimates key workload
characteristics, namely arrival rate, row-buffer hit rate (RBH),
bank-level parallelism (BLP ) and request spread (S), that
are used as inputs to the queuing model to estimate memory
performance.

3.1 Queuing Model of the Memory System
The queuing model of ANATOMY considers a memory system

M with M memory controllers. Each controller has a single chan-
nel and manages a memory system consisting of D DIMMs, each
consisting of R ranks, and each rank having B banks. In this work,
we do not model the rank parameters in detail 2 and treat that there
is a total of N = D×R×B banks. Each channel has a command
bus and data bus.

We summarize the actions from the time a request reaches the
memory controller to the time the required data is sent back. For
ease of understanding, we consider DRAM memory in the rest of
this section. But the concepts that we model are generic enough
and are applicable, in fact they are the same, even for memories
built using other technologies (see Section 6.3).

A request can either result in a row-buffer hit or a miss. While
a row-buffer hit requires only a column access command to the
DRAM bank, a row-buffer miss requires a precharge, activate and
finally a column-access command to be sent to the corresponding
bank. Note that these operations required are common to various
technologies 3. A command can be sent only when the command
bus is free and the corresponding DRAM bank is not busy. Also in
the case of column access, it can be scheduled/sent only if the data
bus will be available at the time the DRAM bank writes data on
the data bus. The memory controller schedules commands using
a scheduling policy while ensuring that all timing and protocol-
specific constraints are met. First, we present a model of the mem-
ory system that accounts for the memory-side performance ob-
served by a single memory controller. In section 3.1.3, we extend
this to multiple memory controllers. Section 3.7 discusses model-
ing scheduling policies.

3.1.1 3-stage Network of Queues Model
The memory system is modeled as a collection of 3-stage queu-

ing networks with each network representing a single memory con-
troller and its associated channel, DIMMs, ranks and banks. Each
3-stage network model of a single memory controller, as shown in
Figure 3, consists of a command bus server, N bank servers and a
data bus server.

Stage 1: Command Bus
The command bus server captures issuing of necessary commands
to the memory banks. We assume that the inter-arrival times of

2We observe that the rank parameters, such as the rank-to-rank
switching delay do not significantly affect the memory perfor-
mance.
3Some memory technologies such as PCM do not require a
precharge and/or refresh operation.
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Figure 1: Impact of Increasing Number of Banks in DRAM

Figure 3: Queuing Model of Memory Controller as a 3-Stage Net-
work of Queues

memory requests are exponentially distributed with a mean 1
λ

. The
arrival rate λ is a characteristic of application/workload and we dis-
cuss techniques to estimate it in Section 3.2. We validate the as-
sumption of exponential distribution in Section 5.1. As explained
earlier, based on whether an access turns into a row-buffer hit or a
miss, the command bus issues either one (column access) or three
(precharge, activate and column access) commands respectively to
the corresponding DRAM bank. The time required to send any one
command is fixed, and equal to one cycle of memory clock(Tclk).
Hence the average service time at the command bus can be approx-
imated as a function of Row-buffer Hit rate (RBH), the fraction of
requests that experience a row-buffer hit. RBH is primarily a work-
load characteristic with some design parameters like page size af-
fecting it. Estimating RBH is discussed in Section 3.2. For a given
RBH value of R (see Table 1), the average service time required by
the command bus is (R× 1 + (1−R)× 3)×Tclk. Since RBH is
a workload specific constant, the average service time required can
be treated as fixed. As we consider multi-programmed workloads
(details in Section 4), considering the interleaved nature of memory
requests from the various programs, we treat that the arrival process
is Markovian, with an arrival rate λ which is a characteristic of the
workload. We validate this in Section 5.1. Hence we model the
command bus as an M/D/1 queue.

Stage 2: Memory Banks
The second stage comprises a set of bank servers to model the ac-
tual servicing of any request by the memory. This stage takes into
account the key memory technology-specific timing parameters as
well as the inherent parallelism present in a multi-bank memory.
Although these delays are incurred waiting in the memory con-
troller, we associated them with the memory banks in our model.

In real memory systems, the number of banks that operate in par-
allel depends to a great extent on the amount of parallelism found
in the memory accesses made by the workload. This workload
characteristic is commonly referred to as Bank Level Parallelism
(BLP) 4. Note that in real memory, the requests are queued at mem-
ory controller in bank-specific queues until the bank becomes avail-
able. Also the memory controller uses per-bank queues [26] and as
the functioning of each bank is completely independent of other
banks5, we treat this stage as a collection of M/D/1 queues operat-
ing in parallel (rather than as a single M/D/N queue). Modeling
the banks as multiple M/D/1 models the behavior that multiple
requests could either be in service or held in bank-specific queues
in real controllers.

As the service time of stage 1, the command bus server, is really
small, we make the simplifying assumption that the input process
at the second stage is also Markovian [22], with the same mean λ.
Assuming a BLP of b, the per-bank arrival rate is: λ

b
. It is well

known that such an operation still retains the Markovian nature of
the arrivals at each bank [28].

Next, we consider the average service time of a request in one of
the banks. The service time depends on whether the actual request
turns into a row-buffer hit or miss. In the case of a row-buffer hit,
the time required is the column access latency (TCL). If the ac-
cess turns into a row-buffer miss, then the time required is a sum of
the time required to complete precharge (TPRE), activate (TRCD)
and column access (TCL). Hence with the application locality be-
ing characterized by a RBH of R, the average service time for a
request is (TCL ×R + (TPRE + TRCD + TCL)× (1−R)). As
the latencies (for hit and miss) are fixed values (which in reality al-
lows memory scheduler to schedule commands appropriately), we
treat the average service time as fixed, resulting in each bank being
modeled as an M/D/1 queue.

The important thing to note regarding the service time computa-
tions is that the values for TCL, TPRE and TRCD are technology
specific. Hence choice with respect to technology (like PCM or
STRAM) can be captured here by choosing appropriate latencies
for the various actions. We describe later (in Section 6.3) as to
how special cases like writes taking longer in PCM [32] and non-
volatile memory technologies can be captured under this generic
queuing model with minor modification to it.

4Some of the memory design choices also have an impact on BLP.
5Except for peak-power limiting timing constraints such as TFAW ,
the banks operate pretty much independently.
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Stage 3: Data Bus
Finally, the last stage is the data bus server which captures the ac-
tual data transfer on the channel. In real world, once the data is
available at the end of a column access operation, the data bus con-
troller transfers the data in BL bursts. This operation takes a fixed
time of BL × Tclk. Again, we make the simplifying assumption
that the input to this server, which is a combination of the outputs
from the N parallel Bank servers, is Markovian6 (with the same ar-
rival rate of λ). As the service time is a constant, we model the data
bus as a M/D/1 queue.

To summarize, we model each memory controller by a 3-stage
open queuing network. Note that the memory controller itself is
not explicitly modeled. However, the queuing delays in the com-
mand bus, bank, and data bus essentially model the queuing delay
experienced at the memory controller. In Section 3.1.4, we address
the important question of modeling processor performance.

Limitations of the Model
In order to keep the model simple, we have ignored a few pa-
rameters encountered in any DRAM specification, e.g., the rank-
to-rank switching delay (TRTRS) and the four-activation window
constraint (TFAW , the minimum rolling window of time in which
at most 4 banks can be activated). For simplicity, we have also
made the assumption of an open queueing system although a closed
system would model the impact of memory performance on future
memory requests. However, the validation results in Section 5 show
that, despite these limitations, ANATOMY is able to predict mem-
ory performance with reasonable accuracy.

3.1.2 Latency and Bandwidth Estimates
Using the proposed model, we can derive the average latency for

a memory request to be the sum of the queuing delays and service
times at the command bus, memory bank and the data bus. Total
queuing delay QD is

QD = QDCmd_Bus +QDBank +QDData_Bus (1)

Using the queuing theory result for the M/D/1 queue [22], the
queue delays for the command and data bus are given by:

QDCmd_Bus =
1

2μcmd

ρcmd

(1− ρcmd)
(2)

where μcmd = 1
(R×1+(1−R)×3)×Tclk

and ρcmd = λ
μcmd

. Simi-
larly,

QDData_Bus =
1

2μdata

ρdata
(1− ρdata)

(3)

where μdata is 1
(BL∗×Tclk)

and ρdata = λ
μdata

Computation of the average queuing delay at the banks needs to
take into account two possibilities: (i) A new request goes to an
idle bank (ii) A new request goes to an already busy bank.

A request going to an idle bank sees no queuing delay while a
request to a busy bank sees an average delay given by:

QDBank =
1

2μbank

ρbank

(1− ρbank)
(4)

where μbank is 1
(TCL∗r+(TRCD+TPRE+TCL)∗(1−r))

and ρbank =
λbusy_bank

μbank
, where λbusy_bank is the per-busy-bank arrival rate. We

observe that while the BLP is typically a small fraction of the to-
tal available banks in the system, the workload generates addresses

6see [19] for a more detailed discussion.

that exercise all of the banks over time, and thus the actual collec-
tion of b banks is a rolling set. We refer to this as Request Spread
(denoted by S), the fraction of requests that go to idle banks, and
estimate it from the application trace (see Section 3.6).

Thus, a fraction S of requests incur no queuing delay at the
banks. The rest of the requests (fraction (1 − S)) are assumed to
be distributed uniformly amongst the b busy banks yielding a per-
busy-bank arrival rate of λbusy_bank = (1−S)λ

b
and we estimate

QDBank =
1

2μbank

ρbank

(1− ρbank)
(5)

Now the total latency of the memory system may be computed as:

LatAvg = QD +
1

μcmd
+

1

μbank
+

1

μdata
(6)

Note that our formulation has yielded an explicit break-up of the
queuing delays associated with each key resource in the system,
thereby allowing us to study their impact separately or together.
The delays and service times are in terms of the row-buffer hit rate
R the bank-level parallelism b and request spread S. We observe
that the latency is affected by the queuing delay at the bank, which
in turn is controlled by the achieved BLP. Thus, unlike traditional
results that view BLP as only governing delivered bandwidth, we
demonstrate that it plays a significant role in achieved latency.

Peak and Achieved Bandwidth
The peak bandwidth achieved (measured in number of requests per
second) is nothing but the maximum possible arrival rate λmax that
the system can sustain. This is in turn limited by the slowest of the
3 servers, and can be expressed as:

Peak_BW = λmax = min (μcmd, Nμbank, μdata) (7)

where N is the number of banks. With an observed arrival rate
λ, the bandwidth utilization achieved by the workload may thus be
written:

Bandwidth_Utilization =
λ

Peak_BW
(8)

In Section 6.4, we demonstrate this effect and the impact of
adding additional data channels.

3.1.3 Extension to Multiple Memory Controllers
With multiple memory controllers, we simply associate a 3-stage

queue with each controller and estimate each controller’s observed
latency and bandwidth. With M controllers each having an arrival
rate λi for 1 ≤ i ≤ M , we compute the average latency seen by
each controller and compute a system-wide average using:

LatAvg =
M∑

i=1

λi∑M
j=1 λj

∗ LatAvg(i) (9)

Note that we can estimate λi from the input memory reference trace
using a suitable address mapping scheme that maps addresses to
memory controllers. Peak bandwidth by the system of controllers
is simply the sum of bandwidths delivered by each controller.

3.1.4 Processor Performance Model
We characterize impact on processor performance by use of the

CPI (Cycles-Per-Instruction) additive formula [12]:

CPIi ≈ CPIideal_MEM
i + Penaltyi

where CPI_i is the CPI for the ith core, CPIideal_MEM
i is its

CPI with an ideal memory which has 0-cycle latency and Penaltyi
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is the per-instruction average miss penalty in CPU cycles. If Fi is
the processor clock rate and Mi its LLC misses per instruction
(MPI), then we can rewrite:

CPIi = CPIideal_MEM
i + Latavg ∗ Fi ∗Mi (10)

where Latavg is ANATOMY’s estimate of average memory la-
tency from Equation 6.

Note that the above is only an approximation as the observed
CPI is a result of complex interactions of several factors affect-
ing performance including the program’s ability to tolerate LLC
misses, and the extent of overlap amongst memory requests (MLP ).

3.2 Analytically Estimating Workload Char-
acteristics

There are four parameters of interest, used by the queueing model,
that are highly specific to individual workloads. They are: (i) The
arrival rate λ, (ii) The row-buffer hit rate (RBH) R, (iii) The bank
level parallelism (BLP) b, and, (iv) The request spread S. To esti-
mate these parameters analytically for any memory configuration,
we use a trace of off-chip memory accesses (misses at the last level
cache) made by the workload for a given memory configuration.
We use simulation (details in Section 4) to obtain the trace. Note
that ANATOMY does not model on-chip hierarchy (e.g., L1, L2,
L3 caches) and the trace for the memory system is obtained for a
specific L1/L2/L3 cache configuration using the simulator.

3.3 Arrival Rate
Arrival rate (λ), is primarily the misses at the last level cache and

reflects the memory intensity of the workload. As will be shown in
Section 5.1, the design choices at the memory level are likely to
have only a minor impact on the arrival rate. Hence in this work,
we ignore any feedback effect that memory performance can have
on the arrival rate and estimate it as a value determined entirely
by the workload. We use Misses Per Kilo Instructions at the last
level cache and the cycle time of the processor to estimate λ. This
requires us to process the trace (of each workload) only once for
the entire design space exploration.

3.4 Row-Buffer Hit Rate
Row-buffer hit rate (RBH) is primarily determined by the local-

ity exhibited by the workload in its memory accesses. Key mem-
ory related parameters that influence RBH are the size of the row-
buffer, and the number of banks. In the following discussion, a page
refers to the page in memory which is brought into the row-buffer
upon a row-activation. To summarize the locality characteristics of
the workload, we use the well known measure of reuse distance.
Reuse distance is defined as the number of unique addresses re-
ferred between two successive references to the same address. In
this case, we consider addresses at the granularity of pages. Let
RDk represent the fraction of accesses with a reuse distance of k.
Intuitively, for an access with reuse distance of k to experience a
row-buffer hit in any bank, none of the intervening k unique pages
should map to that particular bank.

For simplicity, we assume that the intervening requests are in-
dependent and are equally likely to map to any of the N banks7.
Thus, the probability that all the k unique pages referred to by the
intervening accesses 8 not getting mapped to the current bank is
((N − 1)/N)k .

7In practice, we observe that this assumption holds in the simu-
lation as long as the address mapping scheme does not place the
bank-select bits as the most significant bits.
8The number of intermediate references ≥ k.

From this, we can estimate the RBH experienced by a workload
in a memory with N banks as:

RBH(N) = R =
k=∞∑
k=0

RDk ×
(
N − 1

N

)k

(11)

The above equation, as will be shown in Section 5, estimates RBH
with a very high accuracy for FCFS scheduling policy. Note that
RBH values for different page sizes are estimated from the same
trace. Extensions to other scheduling policies are discussed in Sec-
tion 3.7. From a computational effort point of view, estimating
reuse distance in an offline fashion and for multiple page sizes is
a well studied problem with highly efficient solutions being avail-
able.

3.5 Bank Level Parallelism
We define Bank Level Parallelism (BLP) as the average number

of banks that are active when at least one bank is active. Intuitively,
it can be seen that BLP depends on (i) the average time taken to
service a request, (ii) the number of arrivals during that time and,
(iii) the number of banks over which these arrivals are spread out.
The last two factors mentioned above are primarily determined by
the workload.

With an inter-arrival time tarr = 1
λ

and per-bank service time
tb = 1

μbank
, the number of new requests that arrive during the

time that a bank is busy is given by: nreq = tb
tarr

. These nreq re-
quests distribute over the available N banks and largely determine
the resulting BLP. Requests that go to already busy banks increase
the duration that those banks stay busy, and thus provide a bigger
window of time for additional requests to come in and distribute
to other banks. This causes an increase in BLP. A wider distribu-
tion of requests on the otherhand reduces queuing delays per bank.
This in turn shortens the available window of time for new requests
to come in while some banks stay busy. Thus we implement an
iterative procedure that iterates over BLP values until convergence.

While the actual distribution of requests to banks is application-
specific, at each iteration we simply estimate BLP as a combinato-
rial solution of counting the number of ways that nreq objects can
be distributed into N available slots where b of them are busy9.

Assuming that at least one bank is busy, we compute BLP as:

BLP (nreq) ≈ 1+

MIN(nreq ,N−1)∑

k=1

k ∗Pr(N − 1, nreq , k) (12)

where Pr(N,M, k) denotes the probability that M requests dis-
tribute to exactly k out of N available banks.

Last, as nreq may not always be an integer, we discretize the
problem using �nreq� and �nreq	 and then obtain the final BLP as
a weighted sum.

BLP ≈ (�nreq	 − nreq) ∗BLP (�nreq�)
+ (nreq − �nreq�) ∗BLP (�nreq	)

3.6 Spread
While BLP is a measure of how many banks are simultaneously

busy, the actual set of busy banks is a rolling set of some b banks
from among the available N banks. It is important to estimate this
spread S - the fraction of requests that go to idle banks - since such

9Alternately, one could process the memory trace keeping track of
busy and idle banks as each request arrives, and obtain an estimate
of BLP.
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requests will have no queuing delay at the bank servers, while the
other requests that go to already busy banks encounter a delay. We
estimate the spread from the application memory trace by keeping
track of busy and idle banks over sliding time windows. The win-
dow is set to a duration of time equal to the average service time of
a bank, namely tb = 1

μbank
.

3.7 Modeling Impact of Scheduling Policies
While the above discussion of the queueing model assumes an

FCFS priority scheme, in reality, memory controllers employ so-
phisticated scheduling policies to ensure higher performance or
fairness or other objectives. ANATOMY enables modeling of ar-
bitrary scheduling policies by simulating the chosen scheduling al-
gorithm over the application trace and suitably re-ordering the ac-
cesses in the trace. For instance, in the FR_FCFS scheme [26], the
scheduler prioritizes row-buffer hits over misses. To model this,
the FR_FCFS scheduler is run on the memory trace, and RBH ,
Spread re-estimated from the reordered memory trace. In sec-
tion 6.5, we demonstrate the validity of this approach on 2 sched-
ulers, namely FR_FCFS [26] and PAR_BS [21].

3.8 Modeling of DRAM Refresh Operations
Refresh operations in DRAM are required to recharge capacitors

that store data. Depending on the technology and operating tem-
perature, capacitors will need to be recharged periodically. Since
refresh is expected to occupy an increasingly large fraction of avail-
able bank time in future process technologies [18, 29], it is impor-
tant to model refresh in ANATOMY. In the auto-refresh mode, ev-
ery TREFI period (the refresh interval), all banks are refreshed tak-
ing a time of TRFC . Every TREFI , we incur this un-availability of
banks for a duration TRFC . This mode is preferred if the refresh
overhead is low. We model this refresh mode in ANATOMY sim-
ply as the fraction of time that banks are not available by dilating
the bank service time by the factor: (TREFI+TRFC)

TREFI

In the RAS-only refresh mode, essentially a refresh operation is
performed at the granularity of a specific row in a specific DRAM
bank. By performing a refresh operation, the bank precharges the
specified row and leaves the bank in an idle state. Thus in the RAS-
only mode, the refresh operation has two impacts on memory sys-
tem performance: (i) it reduces RBH since it closes open pages
and, (ii) it makes banks unavailable for normal memory accesses
during refresh operations.

We model both these effects by inserting refresh requests into
the application trace. The refresh requests are inserted either fol-
lowing a simple periodic refresh scheme or one of the smarter al-
gorithms [9, 29]. For simplicity, a refresh request is treated as if it
were a normal read request to a row. After inserting these requests,
we re-estimate λ′, RBH ′, BLP ′ and S′ as before. Note, however,
that unlike real read operations, refresh operations do not consume
data bus cycles. Thus, we use the original arrival rate λ for the data
bus server.

Table 1 shows a list of key terms used in this paper and how they
are obtained/used in our work.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We validate our model by comparing its results against results

obtained using the M5 [5] simulator integrated with a detailed in-
house DRAM simulator. The DRAM simulator faithfully mod-
els both the memory controller and the DRAM with accurate tim-
ing, including hierarchical DIMM organization, channel width, fre-
quency, timing parameters such as TFAW , TRTRS , TWTR, and re-
fresh operations. Each program in the workload is executed in fast-

Term Description and How it is obtained

Fi Frequency of ith core -
Input to ANATOMY

Mi LLC Misses per Instruction
from the ith core - Input to ANATOMY

TCL, TPRE , TRCD Key DDR3 Timing Parameters -
Input to ANATOMY

λ Arrival Rate -
Estimated from time-annotated

LLC miss trace (8KB × 32) once;
re-used across all configurations explored.

RBHmdl(R) Row-Buffer Hit Rate - Estimated from
LLC miss trace once for each page size.

BLPmdl (b) Bank Level Parallelism - Estimate from
ANATOMY once for each bank count N

Spread (S) Request Spread - Estimated from
LLC miss trace once for each bank count N

QDCmd_Bus Queue Delay due to Command Bus -
Estimate from ANATOMY

QDData_Bus Queue Delay due to Data Bus -
Estimate from ANATOMY

for each memory configuration
QDBank Queue Delay due to Banks -

Estimate from ANATOMY
for each memory configuration

QD Total Queue Delay -
Estimate from ANATOMY

for each memory configuration
LatAvg , Lat

mdl
Avg Average Latency -

Estimate from ANATOMY
for each memory configuration

CPImdl
i Cycles Per Instruction for ith core -

Estimate from ANATOMY
for each memory configuration

RBHsim Row-Buffer Hit Rate -
Measured from Simulation

BLP sim Bank Level Parallelism -
Measured from Simulation

LatsimAvg Average Latency -
Measured from Simulation

CPIsimi Cycles Per Instruction for ith core -
Measured from Simulation

Table 1: Glossary of Terms

forward mode for 9 billion instructions, then in in detailed cycle-
accurate mode for 500 million instructions. Multi-core simulations
are run until all the programs complete 500 million instructions. As
is the standard practice, programs that finish early continue to ex-
ecute but the performance of only the first 500 million instructions
is considered for each core.

The baseline machine configuration used in our studies is shown
in Table 2. L2 is the last level cache and is shared across all the
cores. While the quad-core has one memory controller, the eight
and sixteen cores have two and four memory controllers respec-
tively.

We use multi-programmed workloads comprising programs from
SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 suites to evaluate our proposal. The
workloads are typically a mix of programs with varying levels of
memory intensity (based on their L2 MPKI). We evaluated our
model using 23 quad-core, 15 eight-core and 6 sixteen-core work-
loads. The workload details are listed in Table 3. The table spec-
ifies the SPEC 2000/2006 benchmark number (e.g: 462 denotes
462.libquantum in the SPEC 2006 suite) used in each workload.
The position of the benchmark number in each array denotes which
core the benchmark was run on (e.g: In the quad-core workload mix
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Processor 3.2 GHz OOO Alpha ISA
L1I Cache 32kB private, 64B blocks, Direct-mapped, 3 cycle hit latency
L1D Cache 32kB private, 64B blocks, 2-way set-associative, 3 cycle hit latency
L2 Cache For 4/8/16 cores: 4MB/8MB/16MB, 8-way/16-way/32-way,

128/256/512 MSHRs, 64-byte blocks, 15 cycle hit latency
Controller On-chip; 64-bit interface to DRAM, 256-entry command queue

FCFS scheduling [26], open-page policy
Address-interleaving: row-rank-bank-mc-column

DRAM DDR3-1600H, BL (cycles)=4, CL-nRCD-nRP=9-9-9
a rank comprises 4 1GB x16 devices, each device has 8 banks,
each bank has 65536 rows, 1024 columns
Refresh related: TREFI of 7.8us and TRFC of 280nCK

Table 2: CMP configuration

Quad-Core Workloads
Q1:(462,459,470,433), Q2:(429,183,462,459), Q3:(429,462,471,464),
Q4:(470,437,187,300), Q5:(462,470,473,300), Q6:(459,464,183,433),
Q7:(410,464,445,433), Q8:(462,459,445,410), Q9:(429,456,450,459),

Q10:(181,186,300,177),Q11:(168,401,435,464),Q12:(434,435,437,171),
Q13:(444,445,459,462),Q14:(401,410,178,177), Q15:(300,254,255,470),
Q16:(171,181,464,465),Q17:(464,450,465,473),Q18:(453,433,458,410),
Q19:(462,471,254,186),Q20:(462,191,433,437), Q21:(401,473,435,177),

Q22:(416,429,454,175),Q23:(254,172,178,188)
Eight Core Workloads

E1:(462,459,433,456,464,473,450,445),
E2:(300,456,470,179,464,473,450,445),
E3:(187,172,173,410,470,433,444,177),
E4:(434,435,450,453,462,471,164,186),
E5:(416,473,401,172,177,178,179,435),
E6:(437,459,445,454,456,465,171,197),
E7:(183,179,433,454,464,435,444,458),
E8:(183,462,450,471,473,433,254,168),
E9:(300,173,178,187,188,191,410,171),

E10:(470,177,168,434,410,172,464,171),
E11:(459,473,444,453,450,197,175,164),
E12:(471,462,186,254,465,445,410,179),
E13:(187,470,401,416,433,437,456,454),
E14:(300,458,462,470,433,172,191,471),
E15:(183,473,401,435,188,434,164,427)

Sixteen Core Workloads
S1:(462,459,433,456,464,473,450,445,453,179,183,168,416,434,444,191),
S2:(435,465,471,164,186,434,416,256,172,177,178,437,454,171,197,458),
S3:(462,473,254,168,183,453,300,173,187,178,188,410,171,434,470,191),
S4:(470,177,464,171,172,168,434,410,175,164,444,450,254,465,179,471),
S5:(410,433,189,187,177,173,300,255,254,471,458,456,454,437,444,434),
S6:(191,189,177,183,179,168,470,164,470,464,459,450,435,256,416,445)

Table 3: Workloads

Q1, 462.libquantum was run on core-0, 459.GemsFDTD on core-1,
470.lbm on core-2 and 433.milc on core-3.).

To estimate memory performance from ANATOMY we obtain
a memory access trace of all the workloads (using simulation) at
one particular design point, DDR3 with 8KB pages and 32 banks.
The trace records all the memory accesses made during detailed
simulation along with their time stamps. From the trace, we esti-
mate the arrival rate (λ), the RBH value (R) (for each page size),
BLP (b) and Request Spread (S) (for each memory configuration).
These values are then used by our analytical model to estimate the
queuing delay, average memory access time and peak bandwidth.
We compare these values with those obtained from detailed simu-
lations.

5. VALIDATION OF ANATOMY
In this section, we validate ANATOMY and then demonstrate in

Section 6 its ability to capture the impact of design choices, techno-
logical alternatives and architectural enhancements. We also study
the ability of the queuing model to identify performance bottle-
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Figure 4: Plot of the actual and theoretical inter-arrival time distri-
butions for 8-core workload E5

necks. The evaluation of ANATOMY will be primarily carried out
in the context of DDR3 DRAM. The primary output of interest is
the average latency per access (referred to as Latavg in the rest of
this section). We are also interested in the RBH and BLP predicted
by the analytical model. We use Latsimavg to indicate that the latency
is obtained using simulation and Latmdl

avg to indicate that it is pre-
dicted by ANATOMY. A similar convention is used with RBH and
BLP to indicate its origin. ANATOMY, just like any other analyt-
ical model, can either under-predict or over estimate any metric of
interest. Hence we compute average errors by considering only the
magnitude of the errors, to ensure that positive and negative errors
do not cancel out each other. To emphasize this, we use the term
"average of absolute error".

5.1 Validation of Model Assumptions - Expo-
nential Inter-Arrival Times

We compare the actual inter-arrival time distributions for each 4,
8 and 16-core workload against exponential distributions with cor-
responding average arrival rates and using the Chi-square goodness-
of-fit test [23] with 30 degrees of freedom. The p-values10 averaged
over 4, 8 and 16-core workloads are 0.11, 0.04 and 0.016 respec-
tively, denoting reasonably high confidence of match between the
actual and theoretical distributions. It may also be observed that the
confidence improves (i.e., p-value decreases) with core count. As
an example, Figure 4 shows the actual and theoretical cumulative
distributions for the 8-core workload E5.

5.2 Queuing Model Validation
The first step is to ensure that the simple queuing model of mem-

ory captures all the performance critical factors. Before evaluating
and validating the complete analytical model, we first estimate the
errors introduced due to RBH and BLP prediction, by determin-
ing Latavg using Equation 6, but with RBHsim, BLP sim and
Spread Ssim which are values obtained from detailed simulation.
Note that RBHsim, BLP sim and Ssim are used only in this ex-
periment. Figure 5 shows the average error in Latavg predicted
by ANATOMY at various design points (given as PageSize ×
#Banks) for the quad-core workloads. At each design point,
we report the average (arithmetic mean across all workloads) error
(only magnitude is considered as mentioned above) in Latavg. The
model is able to predict performance with average error of 6.0%
across the design points. In the case of 8-core, the average error in
Latavg across various design points ranges from 3.2% – 7.4%.

5.3 End-To-End Validation
In this section, we are interested in validating ANATOMY end-

to-end. In particular we are interested in the errors in RBHmdl and

10p-value is a statistical measure of deviation of the actual distribu-
tion from the hypothesis.
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Figure 5: Error in predicting Latavg with RBHsim, BLP sim and
Ssim values in Quad-Core

Figure 6: Error in predicting Latavg , RBH and BLP in Quad-Core
Workloads

BLPmdl and their cumulative impact on Latmdl
avg . Figures 6 and 7

show the error in RBH, BLP and Latavg predicted by ANATOMY
at one representative design point (4KB × 32) for quad and eight
core workloads respectively. A negative value for error indicates
over-estimation by ANATOMYİt can be seen that, even though the
trace was obtained at a different (8KB × 32) configuration, the
error in Latavg is ≤ 10% in 19 out of the 23 quad-core workloads
and all but one of the eight core workloads. The average of ab-
solute errors (shown in the last set of bars in Figures 6,& 7) for
Latmdl

avg is 8.1% for quad core workloads and 4.1% in the case of
eight core. In the case of 16-cores, the average error in Latmdl

avg is
9.7%. Note that in all cases, the memory configuration for which
the validation is done is different from the design point used for
trace generation (8KB × 32). Thus, the average absolute errors,
observed across workloads for 4,8, and 16-core are low, indicat-
ing a reasonable accuracy of our model. Further such low errors
are seen despite many simplifying assumptions in our model. This
shows that ANATOMY captures the performance critical aspects
of memory reasonably well.

In workloads like Q2, where RBH and BLP are over-estimated,
as can be expected, we underestimate Latavg. In workloads like
Q5, Q8 where one of RBH or BLP is over-estimated and the other
is under-estimated, Latavg is over/under estimated depending on
the relative errors and the impact of RBH/BLP on Latavg in the
individual workload.

5.4 Using ANATOMY for Predicting Trends
We study the ability of ANATOMY to predict better perform-

ing (in terms of average memory latency) design alternatives across
configurations with different page (row-buffer) sizes, and number
of banks. For quad-core workloads, we consider the 12 design
choices using page sizes of 2KB, 4KB, 8KB and varying the num-
ber of banks from 16 – 128. For each workload, the 12 design
alternatives are ranked based on average latency, with Rank1 be-
ing the smallest latency to Rank12 being the largest. Figure 8
shows the number of times ANATOMY based ranking of design
alternatives matches the results obtained using simulation for the

Figure 7: Error in predicting Latavg RBH and BLP in Eight-Core

Figure 8: Identifying Best Design Point for Quad-core Workloads

quad-core workloads. It can be seen that, despite relying on traces
obtained from one particular memory configuration (8K × 32),
ANATOMY predicts latency trends across the design points with
reasonable accuracy. In 20 out of 23 workloads, ANATOMY iden-
tifies the best design point (as identified by the M5 simulation) ac-
curately. In the other 3, ANATOMY identifies it as the predicted
second-best. ANATOMY also identifies the worst design alterna-
tives (last 3 ranks) with a high accuracy (in 21 out of the 23 work-
loads). Identifying poor design points (lower ranked ones) helps to
eliminate these design choices early and quickly using the analyt-
ical model. We also found that ANATOMY ranked every design
point within ±1 of the simulation-assigned rank.

For eight-core, we consider 4 design points – 4KB or 8KB pages
with 32 or 64 banks. In all the 15 workloads, the best perform-
ing design point (Rank1) identified by ANATOMY is the same as
that identified using simulation. In all but one of the workloads,
ANATOMY also identifies the second best performing design point
(Rank2) accurately. Further, the worst design point (Rank4) matched
simulation in all 15 workloads. We thus note that while ANATOMY
may over-estimate or under-estimate latency compared to simula-
tion across workloads, it shows consistent rankings across design
points for the same workload.

5.5 CPI Estimation
ANATOMY predicts the magnitude of variation in CPI fairly

accurately as shown in Figure 9 which plots normalized CPI val-
ues (i.e., CPImdl/CPIsim) for each core in several quad-core
workloads (both CPImdl and CPIsim reported on the 8KB×16
configuration). Despite the simplifying assumptions made in the
CPI computation, the predicted CPI values are a good indicator
of processor performance in nearly all cases, with only workloads
Q3 and Q15 showing deviation > 20%. Further, note that in al-
most all cases (notable exception being Q2), CPImdl > CPIsim

which is to be expected since our approximation does not account
for any memory level parallelism and penalizes CPI additively
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Figure 10: BLP sim and BLPmdl versus RBHsim in workload
Q1

with the average memory latency. A better approximation would
need to take into account the extent of such memory level paral-
lelism for each core’s requests and suitably weigh this parallelism
into the additive term. We leave this for future work.

In Section 6.3, we demonstrate that ANATOMY is able to cor-
rectly predict performance trends for PCM technology using traces
obtained from DDR3-based simulations.

6. INSIGHTS FROM ANATOMY
In this section, we demonstrate that ANATOMY allows us to ar-

rive at non-trivial insights and validate them with a lot less effort
compared to simulation. In several results, we show that ANATOMY
is able to capture workload-specific trends accurately across a va-
riety of explored alternatives allowing designers to study these be-
haviors quickly and focus on interesting configurations.

6.1 Impact of RBH, and BLP on Latency
As discussed in Section 3.2, BLP is largely determined by how

many requests arrive in the time that a bank is busy. In other
words, BLP is generally determined by λ

μbank
. Since 1

μbank
=

R ∗ TCL + (1 − R) ∗ (TPRE + TRCD + TCL), as R increases,
the bank service time reduces thereby reducing the opportunity for
parallelism bringing BLP down. In Figure 10 we have plotted
the actual and predicted BLP values against RBHsim values at
several bank counts (16 − 256) for the Q1 workload. The figure
clearly demonstrates this inverse relationship between BLP and
RBH (all workloads show similar trends). This study is perhaps
the first to suggest that BLP and RBH be viewed jointly due to
this dependence rather than as independently varying/tunable mem-
ory performance parameters.
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Figure 11: Peak Bandwidth Estimation using ANATOMY

6.2 Impact of Data Bus Throughput
Our second finding concerns the relative importance of improv-

ing the bank throughput versus the data bus throughput. We demon-
strate below that the data bus throughput can quickly become a
bottleneck as BLP improves. Figure11 plots the bank and data bus
bandwidths (in millions of requests per second) achieved versus
data bus width at two different settings of BLP . For both settings,
the amount of data transfer per request is set to 128 bytes and IO
clock rate set to 800MHz. In the left figure, BLP is set to 10.0
(typically seen in systems with higher core to memory controller
ratios), and the plots show that the delivered bandwidth is limited
by the data bus width at widths <= 50 bytes, and subsequently
limited by the bank bandwidth. On the right, BLP is set to 3, and
the delivered bandwidth is limited by the data bus width at widths
<= 12 bytes. Thus, for the configuration on the left, a very wide
bus is preferred to match its high BLP and provide for high band-
width transfers.

This suggests that we can classify workloads based on what they
are bandwidth-limited by: insufficient BLP or insufficient data bus
service rate. From equation 7, we may write this as:

BLP Limited: bμbank < μdata

Data Bus Limited: bμbank >= μdata

This characterization is revealing in the sense that it helps system
designers identify what type of architectural enhancement has the
most benefit on a workload. For workloads that are data bus lim-
ited, improving clock-rate or having a wider bus width can increase
the peak memory bandwidth; whereas these are unlikely to give any
benefit in BLP-limited workloads.

Since burst length, bus clock frequency and bus width are all
inherently controlling how much data is delivered in what time,
ANATOMY is useful for scenarios where the designer needs to ex-
plore different choices of bus widths or clock settings as shown in
the next section.

Doubling the Bus Clock
Using equation 6, we can predict the benefit of doubling the IO bus
clock rate on Latavg . Doubling the bus clock doubles μdata and
reduces QDdata by slightly more than half. However, the bank
service time and its queue delay are unaffected by this improve-
ment. Thus doubling the clock rate has benefit that depends on
the relative magnitudes of the bank and data bus components in
Latavg . Figure 12 plots the normalized latencies of several quad-
core workloads at 4 different clock rate settings. First of all, this
shows that even doubling the bus clock results in a relatively lower
(< 20%) improvement in overall latency. Second, the improve-
ment is workload-specific, with workload Q1 experiencing only a
7% latency reduction, while Q13 sees 14% reduction (going from
600MHz to 1200MHz).
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Figure 13: Latsimavg and Latmdl
avg of PCM normalized to DDR3

6.3 Technological Alternatives - PCM
Next, we demonstrate the extensibility of ANATOMY to support

emerging memory technologies such as PCM.
Phase Change Memory (PCM) [32] is becoming an attractive

alternative to DRAMs due to their reduced energy requirements.
While the PCM technology is very different from DRAM, the un-
derlying phenomena governing latency and bandwidth remain the
same. PCM is also organized in terms of channels, ranks and banks
with row-buffers. PCM chips are characterized by having different
read versus write timings (due to the fact that writes need to mod-
ify bit cell resistance and this requires a heating and cooling cycle).
Also PCM does not require a precharge. However only minor
changes are required in ANATOMY to model PCM memory. More
specifically, the average service time at the bank server is expressed
as:

(fr ∗ (TCL ∗ hr + (TRD + TCL) ∗ (1− hr)))+

((1− fr)(TCL ∗ hw + (TWR + TCL) ∗ (1− hw))),

where TRD and TWR denote the average read and write timing
associated with the device respectively11 . The terms hr and hw

are the row-buffer hit-rates for reads and writes, while fr denotes
the fraction of requests that were reads. We evaluate an eight core
machine using a PCM memory with 64 banks and 4KB row-buffer.

We are interested in capturing the relative performance trends
i.e. which technology provides better latencies. Hence we show
Latsimavg and Latmdl

avg for the emerging technology normalized to
that of their corresponding values in the case of DDR3. Ideally,
ANATOMY should show similar trends (above 1 or below 1) when
we consider the normalized Latsimavg and Latmdl

avg in each individual
workload. Figure 13 shows the normalized (to DDR3) Latsimavg and
Latmdl

avg for the individual 8-core workloads. It can be seen that

11A more detailed model could take into account the differences in
timing of Set, Reset and Bit-Alterable writes.
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Figure 15: Latency Reduction with More Controllers

simulation results reveal that for all the workloads, PCM exhibits
a higher Latavg compared to DDR3. Not only does ANATOMY
predict the same trend as simulation, but it also captures the relative
increase in the Lat_avg for PCM over DDR3 with a reasonable
accuracy (average error of 9.5

6.4 Impact of Multiple Memory Controllers
An interesting design point to explore/study is the impact of in-

creasing the number of memory controllers. In Section 3.1, we
claimed that ANATOMY can model such a configuration with a
collection of independent 3-stage queuing networks, one per con-
troller. Figure 14 shows the error in Latmdl

avg experienced in a 8-core
configuration with two memory controllers. The page size is 4KB
and there are 32 banks. The error in Latavg is ≤ 10% in all but
one of the workloads.

With a single trace obtained with one configuration, ANATOMY
allows us to study how Latavg varies with varying number of mem-
ory controllers. Figure 15 shows ANATOMYś prediction of Latavg
(obtained from eqn 9) for several 4-core workloads at 1, 2 and
4 controllers (each controller is interfaced to a 4KB × 16 mem-
ory configuration and each has its own data channel). Workloads
exhibit very different benefits going from one controller to four.
While workload Q4 has its average latency reduced by more than
2×, Q22 shows only a 10% reduction in latency. ANATOMY is
thus a useful tool for exploring these dimensions on a variety of
workloads to identify what design points provide the best benefit
for what workloads.

6.5 Evaluating Scheduler Impact
Scheduling policies typically aim to improve RBH and/or BLP

by re-ordering requests present in the memory controller. For in-
stance, FR_FCFS [26] scheduler re-orders memory requests to pri-
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Figure 16: Eight core workload errors with FR_FCFS

Figure 17: Eight core workload errors with PAR_BS

oritize those that go to already open rows thereby improving RBH .
As discussed in Section 3.7, we model the impact of scheduling
policies by simulating the scheduling algorithm over the memory
trace to re-oder its entries as per the order in which the scheduler
would issue requests to the memory. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of this approach with two scheduling algorithms - FR_FCFS
[26] and PAR_BS [21]. FR_FCFS prioritizes and schedules row-
buffer hits over misses. Figure 16 shows ANATOMY errors in
RBH, BLP, and Latency for several 8-core workloads. The re-
ordering from FR_FCFS results in average latency error of just
3.4%. It may also be observed that the FR_FCFS re-ordering has
led to highly accurate estimation of RBH in each workload.

PAR_BS scheduler batches up requests and schedules requests in
a batch ahead of requests in subsequent batches to ensure progress,
and it also assigns ranks to threads in a batch to help prioritize
threads with fewer requests as well as to improve bank-level paral-
lelism in the batch. Note that this scheduler is application-aware
as it uses knowledge of issuing threads. Hence, in our experi-
ments, thread-ids were also gathered along with the memory ac-
cess trace. By simulating the algorithm over the trace, crucially
we obtain an accurate estimate of the request spread S (as well as
RBH and BLP). Figure 17 shows ANATOMY errors in Latency,
RBH, BLP, and Request Spread for several 8-core workloads us-
ing the PAR_BS re-ordered traces. Note that the re-ordered trace
has led to highly accurate BLP estimates. With the PAR_BS re-
ordered trace, ANATOMY incurs an average latency estimation er-
ror of 5.9%. This result indicates that ANATOMY can be used to
model the effects of sophisticated memory access schedulers.

6.6 Evaluating Impact of Auto-Refresh
One can easily estimate the overhead of auto-refresh mode by

setting the right values of TREFI and TRFC parameters in ANATOMY.
TRFC is expected to increase roughly linearly with DRAM density
and TREFI decreases with increasing temperature. While a typical
8Gb device has TREFI = 7.8us and TRFC = 350ns (from [1])
(resulting in bank service time extended by a factor of 1.04), a fu-
ture 32Gb device (refer [18]) operating at higher temperature is ex-

Figure 18: Refresh overhead in eight-core workloads

pected to have TREFI = 3.9us and TRFC = 800ns with resulting
bank service time stretched by a factor of 1.2X – a 20% increase!
Figure 18 shows the overall latency impact (normalized to a con-
figuration with no refresh) under 2 configurations as predicted by
ANATOMY: (i) Refresh overhead factor of 1.04X on bank service
time (ii) Refresh overhead factor of 1.2X on bank service time. It
shows that the 32Gb configuration has an average overall latency
overhead of 17% over a memory with no refresh overhead while
for some configurations (E6, E8, and E10), the overhead goes up
above 20% owing to the large increase in queing delay at the banks.
Similar studies could be carried out on the impact of the RAS-only
refresh mode in conjunction with use of smart refresh algorithms.

7. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Related Work: While analytical models for memory systems exist
[3, 6, 7, 11, 17, 31, 34, 35], to the best of our knowledge, no existing
approach combines key workload aspects (RBH and BLP) coupled
with memory system design and technology parameters to predict
performance across a wide range of design points. Typically, exist-
ing approaches have either sought to model DRAM systems accu-
rately [6, 11, 34], or aimed at obtaining coarse estimates of latency
and bandwidth to fulfill a different system performance or energy
modeling objective [7, 17, 31]. In [31], a bandwidth-centric analy-
sis is presented with respect to the cache hierarchy, but the model
does not address external memory, and is not capable of providing
latency oriented analysis. Liu et al [17] consider the question of
off-chip memory bandwidth partitioning for optimal performance.
The model in [35] is based on [17] and incorporates the effect of
write bandwidth which is an important consideration in emerging
technologies such as PCM that have large write latencies. These
models are aimed at obtaining gross bandwidth estimates and as
such abstract out the details of memory operations.

In the works of Hyojin et al [6] and Yuan et al [34], hybrid ana-
lytical models which use detailed address traces to estimate DRAM
efficiency are constructed. While these models account for detailed
timing aspects of DRAM systems, they do not address the complex
interactions between application characteristics, memory system
parameters and the resulting latency & bandwidth. ANATOMY
is closest to these works but focuses more on the problem of pre-
dicting performance of several different memory configurations us-
ing a single input trace, rather than on a highly accurate model of
performance for any given workload/memory access stream. The
work in [6] characterizes DRAM performance by estimating the
bank busy time as a linear combination of DRAM timing param-
eters with workload-specific weights. The model is able to pre-
dict impact of various DRAM timing parameters accurately for any
given workload/memory access stream, but can not predict perfor-
mance at different memory configurations that require changes to
the workload-specific weights. Further, it does not take into ac-
count the crucial effect of queuing delay in the memory controller.
In [34], a hybrid model is developed, wherein memory access traces
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are re-played through a simplified DRAM model keeping track of
row buffer hits, bank busy periods and other relevant parameters to
compute DRAM efficiency. While our work on modeling scheduler
impact discussed in Section 3.7 is somewhat similar, ANATOMY
is able to provide analytical insight by formulating the problem as a
network-of-queues coupled with workload characterization. Thus,
ANATOMY is able to quickly provide results for questions such as
the impact of doubling clock speed, or adding more memory con-
trollers without requiring changes to the trace simulation.

In [7], the authors propose a DRAM performance model with
a view to estimating allowed slack for energy savings. Their ap-
proach is a hybrid of using real performance counter readings as
input to a timing model and as such can not be used to assess be-
havior of the system under different parameters. Ahn et al [3] pro-
vide a design-space exploration of DRAM systems and study the
impact of various knobs in the system. However, their analytical
model is limited to a few access patterns and is demonstrated on
only two micro-benchmarks.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented ANATOMY, a simple two- com-

ponent analytical model of memory that captures the impact of
design choices, technological parameters and application specific
characteristics. ANATOMY is able to estimate latency and band-
width on a variety of 4-, 8- and 16-core workloads across a wide
range of memory configurations with high accuracy permitting fast
design space exploration across memory configurations, schedulers,
refresh algorithms, and even alternate memory technologies.
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